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If you have ever visited a toy shop, a gift store in a snowy tourist spot, or a 

Christmas market, you may have seen small glass balls being sold there. These 

balls, which are known as snowdomes or snow globes, are filled ( a ) water and 

each contains a miniature building or landscape. When you shake a snow globe, a 

tiny snowstorm is created in your hands-a simple and cute present with an 

interesting history. 

Snow globes were probably derived from heavy glass paperweights which were 

popular among wealthy people in the latter part of the 1800s. Because these 

paperweights were made from costly materials, they were ( b ) to the general 

public. Not only were snow globes less expensive than paperweights, they also drew 

the attention of the viewer with movement, creating a tiny snowstorm ( c ) on the 

miniature scenery enclosed inside the glass. 

The first ( d ) of a snow globe describes an example which featured a man with 

an umbrella. It was displayed at the Paris Exposition of 1878. Eleven years later at 

the 1889 Exposition, visitors came to admire the steel structure of the Eiffel Tower. 

There are no ( e ) examples of the first souvenir globes, but others introduced later 

suggest that they were created to mark the opening of the Tower. Snow globes 

quickly became popular ( f ) Europe, featuring religious themes and places of 

worship. 

A few years later, an Austrian man, Edwin Perzy, further developed the 

technology used in snow globes while ( g ) a way to improve hospital lights. He put 

water into a glass globe to create a lens. Then, to improve the reflected light, Perzy 

put glass powder in the water. When it quickly sank, he tried flour which floated 

slowly to the bottom of the globe. This did nothing to improve the light ( h ), but 

the snowfall effect inspired him to make his first snow globe, which featured a 

model of one of the churches in Vienna. The Perzy family is still making snow 

globes today, with about 200,000 being produced a year. 

To become a more common gift item, snow globes needed to be manufactured 

more efficiently. In 1927, an American, Joseph Garaja, developed ( i ) 

improvements, such as filling snow globes underwater. They went from being 

expensive, ( j ) crafted objects to cheaply made, mass-produced items. Their 

popularity grew in the 1940s with the increased use of plastic and the development 

of the tourist industry. For those who could ( k ) travel with their families, 

souvenirs were in high demand. In response to this new market, snow globes 

became lighter in weight and more colorful. By the 1950s, many American tourist 

spots had their own snow globe souvenirs. 
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Snow globes fell out of favor in the 1970s, but since then they have evolved into 

something ( I ) elaborate and valued among designers and collectors. 

Manufacturers have upgraded the designs, making them unique gift items often 

including beautiful landscapes, lights, and motors. Many department stores 

introduce a custom design every year to celebrate the Christmas season. 

(CooISnowGlobes, "History of Snow Globes" -fff\c5('3D 

(a) by 2 on 3 up 4 with 

(b) inaccessible 2 incomplete 3 undecided 4 unforgettable 

(c) delaying 2 delivering 3 descending 4 displaying 

(d) 1 being mentioned 2 mention 

3 mentioned 4 mentioning 

(e) remammg 2 remaking 3 resisting 4 returning 

(f) among 2 between 3 during 4 throughout 

(g) had researched 2 having researched 

3 researched 4 researching 

(h) stage 2 statement 3 quality 4 question 

(i) produce 2 produced 3 production 4 productions 

(j) individually 2 multiple 3 only 4 sole 

(k) 1 afford to 2 apply for 

3 cooperate with 4 escape from 

(1) least 2 less 3 more 4 most 

II ;~o)B*3<: (a'" e) .t ,~,£'[S] C~~'<::1j:~J::? '<::, { } p;jO)~LO)~g{j]1fi"tL-rtL 

1 @]9'-:>JflV', ~.:, '<::::fJEO) 1 ~g1f*ilb L!R3<:1fjEJJX~it J::o m~trt'H<::'j:::fJEo) 1 ~g1f 

~2A it J::o (10 ,¢'u 

Little { a / would / that / book / single / did / imagine} change her life. 

(b) fLo)~Ij:, 1 mL~R< -rt 4~rB9!\~:tl) /O)rJIF#l~900 
My sister practices the violin { four / a / less / hours / day / no }. 

(c) :fVz 0)'7-- blJ:, jn'J:l \7J:iJ'lCj 't~ l, t±:l-li 0 t':J10)'1'J!j¥R~~<lDtco 

Our team collected { little / what / we / information} find. 
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(d) ~<5fftU~H~~d~E. Sg~Ui(#t<:<. rt<id::00 

The higher we climb, { will / thinner / colder / the air / and} become. 

(e) ~~0)L. tid::iJ'iG. t l,:t:~iJ)id::~Jtll;f'. tttlf3]U:0)±frIlifftEl,?t.id::v'tc070 

Of course, { it / sun / not / were / the }, life on earth would be impossible. 

(18 £) 

(a) Looked at the lake under the shining stars, the man forgot his sadness for 

a moment. 

(b) When I volunteered in an animal shelter, I was always heartbreak to see 

abandoned cats waiting for a loving family. 

( c ) It was so kind of you to invite me to your party and show me your 

remarkably art collection. 

(d) The increase in global energy prices ~ now making people's lives much 

more difficulty. 

(e) You need to keep your ticket if you want a refund, so be careful not to 

lose it or thrown it away. 

(f) My father started watching horror movie after he read my latest email. 

(36 J~) 

We are first asked the question "What do you want to be when you grow up?" 

when we are about five years old. While this question inspires kids to dream about 

what they could be, it does not inspire them to dream about all that they could be. In 

fact, it does just the opposite, because when someone asks you what you want to be, 

you cannot reply with 20 different things. When you ask kids this question, all they 

hear is that they are going to have to choose. The concept of a narrowly focused life 

is highly valued in our culture. This is the idea of destiny: the idea that we each 

have one great thing we are meant to do during our time on this earth, and you need 

to figure out what that thing is and dedicate your life to it. 

But what if you are someone whose mind does not work this way? What if there 

are a lot of different subjects that you are curious about and many different things 

you want to do? (a)There is no room for someone like you in this approach to life, so 

you might feel like there is something wrong with you. But there is nothing wrong 



with you. What you are is a "multipotentialite." A multipotentialite is someone with 

many interests and creative pursuits. It might help to understand the word if you 

break it up into three parts: "multi-," "potential," and "-ite." You can also use one of 

the other terms that describe the same idea, such as "the Renaissance person." 

Actually, during the Renaissance period (in the 14th to 16th centuries) it was 

considered the ideal to be familiar with multiple subjects. 

It is easy to see your multipotentiality as a limitation or a problem that you need 

to overcome. But there are some great strengths to being this way. The first one is 

"idea synthesis." This is the ability to combine two or more areas of interest and 

create something new at the intersection: the place where multiple fields meet. 

Innovation happens at these intersections. That is where new ideas come from. 

Multipotentialites are able to access a lot of these points of intersection. The second 

multipotentialite strength is rapid learning. When multipotentialites become 

interested in something, they observe (b) everything they can get their hands on. 

They are also used to being beginners because they have been beginners so many 

times in the past, and this means that they are not so afraid of trying new things and 

(c) stepping out of their comfort zones. The third multipotentialite superpower is 

adaptability, which is the ability to change into whatever you need to be in a given 

situation. A magazine called Fast Company has identified adaptability as the single 

most important skill people need to develop in order to succeed in the 21st century. 

The economic world is changing so quickly and unpredictably that it is the 

individuals and organizations that can change direction in order to meet the needs 

of the market that are really going to succeed. 

Idea synthesis, rapid learning, and adaptability~these are three skills that 

multipotentialites are very good at, and three skills that they might lose if pressured 

to narrow their focus. As a society, it is in our interest to encourage multipotentialites 

to be themselves. We have a lot of complex problems in the world right now, and we 

need (d) out-of-the-box thinkers to deal with them. In fact, some of the best teams 

consist of a specialist and a multipotentialite paired together. The specialist can 

(eJ dive in deep and apply ideas, while the multipotentialite brings a wide range of 

knowledge to the project. It's a beautiful partnership. But we should all be designing 

lives and careers that work well with how our own minds are made. Sadly, 

multipotentialites are largely being encouraged simply to be more like their 

specialist co-workers. 

If you are a specialist at heart, then by all means, specialize. That is where you 

will do your best work. But if you realize that you are a multipotentialite, make the 

most of your many passions. Follow your curiosity and explore your intersections. 

Accepting the way you are made leads to a happier, more meaningful life. 

(E. Wapnick, "Why Some Of Us Don't Have One True Calling" -gi)c)(~) 
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11 Since the early years of life, children are inspired to dream about all that 

they could be. 

12 Our culture tends to welcome people who follow one dream rather than 

many. 

l3 We should all have one great idea during our time on this earth. 

14 Some people who have many interests may feel that something is not quite 

right with them. 

15 The word "multipotentialite" describes a type of person who is very 

interesting. 

16 The term "multipotentialite" can be replaced by the term "the 

Renaissance." 

17 Multipotentiality can be easily estimated to be not as valuable as it actually 

IS. 

18 People of multiple interests insist on distinguishing one field from another. 

19 People who have been beginners repeatedly are likely to be reluctant to try 

new things. 

20 One magazine identified adaptability as an important skill that people have 

by nature. 

21 Our society encourages specialists to become more like multipotentialites. 

22 Multipotentialites would feel more satisfied if they could explore as many 

areas of interest as they liked. 

rp,B *)(O)pg~1t,~,*x, 1'~ffB (a"-'e) O)1\~·pg~1tii'b~<~Lll.\~'bO)1t, 

-t-:h~:h1'O)~tR~ (1 "-'4) b'S 1 ?~lvl", -t-O)fiiS-1t~2Att~o 

(a) There is no room for someone like you 

People like you are unable to settle down 

2 People like you are not accepted 

3 People like you cannot buy a house 

4 People like you are not famous 

(b) everything they can get their hands on 

1 whatever they have access to 

2 whatever they can rely on 

3 whatever they are able to explain 

4 whatever they can count 
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(c) stepping out of their comfort zones 

I exploring what seems convenient 

2 ignoring past worries and problems 

3 securing a new personal space 

4 starting to learn something unfamiliar 

(d) out-of-the-box thinkers 

people who check everything carefully 

2 people who are not restricted to typical ideas 

3 people who yield to others' opinions 

4 people who cannot contain their emotions 

(e) dive in deep 

I regret what happened in the past greatly 

2 enjoy adventures overseas 

3 search for information in a thorough way 

4 investigate living creatures underground 

~c *~~~B~~~~. ~~~ (a-c) ~~~~Lrfi~~W~~~~. ~~f~ 
~~~m6(1-4) ~G1~~~~. ~~*%~2A~~o 

(a) What kind of people is this article mainly trying to support? 

People who make an effort to learn everything they can about a single 

field. 

2 People who think that everyone should be a specialist. 

3 People who are curious about many different subjects. 

4 People who want to ask young children what their dreams are. 

(b) What is most I ikely to happen if multipotentialites are forced to narrow 

their focus? 

Their adaptability will help them narrow their focus. 

2 They will easily find one thing that they can devote their lives to. 

3 They will ask specialists how to determine their lifework. 

4 Their special and beneficial abilities will be lost. 

(c) What does the author do to support the main idea of this essay? 

She argues that multipotentialites are superior to specialists. 

2 She shares some of her own childhood experiences. 

3 She lists some strengths that individuals of many interests have. 

4 She introduces famous mu\tipotentia\ites with successful careers. 
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;Xo)~3Zb\3Z5~B'iJb'?~IItB'iJ tc::)OOt}]fJ:3Z]j[ c fJ: -@ J: ? tc::, ~FfT (a "-' I) tC::J\n-@O) 
tC::~'b)OOt}]fJ:~g~~, i"nfn (a"-' I) O)~tR~ (1 "-'4) b'S 1 ?~Iv"t', i"O)m 
i3-~~2J\ -t:t J:o (36 J~) 

Leonardo da Vinci was undoubtedly ( a ) his time, with incredibly forward

thinking ideas and discoveries, ( b ) a young boy, Leonardo enjoyed drawing and 

music. His father ( c ) his son talented because he showed his drawings to an artist 

named Andrea del Verrocchio, who immediately recognized that Leonardo should 
be trained as an artist. 

Leonardo showed great interest in the world around him. He was inspired ( d ) 

people and nature and used what he saw to create his wealth of ideas. He studied the 
human body in depth: in fact, in more detail than the doctors of his time. Centuries 

before the Wright brothers took to the sky, he was ( e ) working on the idea of 

flight. ( f ) you believe he actually designed the bicycle, the airplane, and the 

helicopter? Leonardo was not just interested in what things looked like-he wanted 

to know how things worked, too. As well as being determined to draw things 

exactly as they looked, he wanted to know more about how the human eye worked, 
how plants grew, and how birds flew. 

In about 1478, Leonardo set up his own studio in Florence and was asked by the 
church to create the painting we now know as The Adoratjon of the Magi He ( g ) 

this painting as he was offered a job by the ruler of Milan as his official artist. He 

accepted the offer and moved to Milan. There he not only created famous paintings 

such as The Last Supper but worked on theater design, too, creating some wonderful 

machines for the theater. It was while he painted The Last Supper that Leonardo 
( h ) with new oil-based paint, but the paint did not stick well to the walls and 

began to come off. What is left of the famous painting now is largely a 
reconstruction. 

When Leonardo returned to Florence in 1500, he was a very well-known and 

respected man. It was during this time that he painted his final and most famous 

work of art: the Mona Dsa. After this, Leonardo produced ( i ) new paintings and 
spent most of his time filling his notebooks with scientific drawings and ideas. He 

was interested in weapons, the movement of water, the human body and how it 

worked, how birds could fly, and how plants grew. His amazing ideas and drawings 
continue to inspire us today. 

Leonardo spent his final years in France, ( j ) invited by King Francis who not 
only gave him a house but also the title of first painter, architect, and mechanic to 

the king. Leonardo suffered a lot of sickness in the later years of his life. He had 
hoped to organize all his drawings, notebooks, and ideas before he died but he never 
managed to achieve this goal and it was many years before all his incredible 
notebooks were properly discovered and the ( k ) of his genius was recognized. 
Leonardo died ( I ) May 2, 1519 at Clos Luce in France where he had spent the last 

few years of his life, just a few weeks after his 67th birthday. 

(The School Run, "Leonardo Da Vinci" -m)c5<:~) 
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(a) ahead of 2 along with 3 behind 4 inside 

(b) As 2 For 3 When 4 While 

(c) must be thinking 2 must have thought 

3 must not think 4 must think 

(d) at 2 by 3 for 4 In 

(e) already 2 ever 3 hardly 4 seldom 

(f) Can 2 May 3 Must 4 Should 

(g) has never finished 2 may never finish 

3 never finished 4 will never finish 

(h) challenged 2 endeavored 3 experimented 4 tried 

(i) any 2 many 3 more 4 no 

(j) be 2 had been 3 having been 4 was 

(k) extent 2 number 3 permIssIon 4 surface 

(I) for 2 from 3 In 4 on 

II ;'R(J) B*:s<: (a""' e) t 'a;,~'[IiJ C;i\P~JL1J:~J:? 'L. { } pg(J)~l(J)~!Hi]~i"ttftt 

1 @If'-:>ffll,'. <!StL+~(J) 1 ~g~fi1i-:>l5€:s<:~it;PX<!itJ:o m~tMtL'j:+~(J) 1 ~g~ 

~2A it J:o Cl 01,0 

(a) l&1&IL*~ 1±l0 AiJ'\§f1e' ;t;)n, HJiiJ' I) ~t~~;iJ: < L li;iJ: G;iJ: V '0 
Whoever { switch / should / leaves / the / last / house} the lights. 

(b) ~~IL;t;)0~0)*,q Ii, ~iJtrE~ I) tc. o 

The cherry blossoms { best / garden / the / in / their / are } now. 

(c) LnG O)U~Fp91~!HL --:)v 'L Ii, ~ tc.,~ t Iu E~ifmI~ n LV ';iJ:v '0 
As { there / little / has / yet} debate on these social issues. 

0) U~~~t-:>L~~;iJ:Lt~, ~~~I)Iu~~~.~o 

To our great disappointment, { are / short / apples / this / supply} year. 

(e) L 0)1;ijO)A,q liv '--:) t, ':¥bsq;iJ:fiJiitJ: I) t ~:tt0)¥m~{f7t9 0 0 

People in this town always { happiness / profit / private / public / put }. 
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CI8 to 

(a) We had to give up our planned visit to the theme park last week, ~ to 

the heavy snow. 

(b) The bread left over from breakfast had become as harder as a rock. 

(c) My husband and I have decided to stay at home this summer, even though 

our children insist on go abroad. 

(d) If Bobby had knew how dangerous the situation actually ~, he would 

have run away. 

(e) Two days ago, I ~ my elderly aunt for the last time before she left for 

America forever. 

(f) Many young people ~ very concerning about the environment and what 

they can do to protect it. 

C36lD 

Moving overseas can be a thrilling experience. You can expect to find yourself 

exploring unfamiliar territory, meeting new people, and trying different things. 

However, for some, it can be a difficult and overwhelming time, particularly if you 

are a first-time traveler or an international student who has never lived abroad 

before. While some are able to adapt smoothly, for others it can take time to 

(a) acquaint themselves with the culture of a new country. If you are one of the latter, 

understanding what culture shock is and recognizing its different stages can be the 

first step to dealing with it. 

Culture shock is the feeling of confusion experienced by someone when they 

are suddenly (b) subjected to an unfamiliar culture and way of life. It can be caused 

by a range of things, both big and small, such as unfamiliar greetings and hand 

gestures, strange food, difficult language barriers, getting lost in a new city, or 

making a cultural mistake because you did not know the local customs. This 

unfamiliarity can lead to symptoms such as confusion, loneliness, and 

homesickness. It can even lead to physical symptoms such as disturbed sleep as a 

result of time zone changes, or colds and stomach problems due to unfamiliar foods 

and bacteria. 

Many researchers have written about culture shock and the majority recognize 

that there are four different stages to the process. The "honeymoon stage" is the 

first stage of culture shock, and it can often last for several weeks or even months. 
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This is a phase of joy and excitement when you are fascinated by all the exciting 

and different aspects of your new life-from the sights and smells to the pace oflife 

and cultural habits. During this phase, you are quick to identify similarities between 

the new culture and your own, and you find the locals welcoming and friendly. You 

may even find things that would be annoying back home, such as a traffic jam, 

amusing and charming in your new location. However, unfortunately, the 

honeymoon stage must always come to an end. 

Next is the "negotiation stage" which is characterized by frustration and 

nervousness. This usually starts after about three months, although it can be earlier 

for some individuals. As the excitement gradually disappears you are continually 

faced with difficulties or uncomfortable situations that may offend you or make you 

feel disconnected. The simplest of things may (e) set you off. Maybe you cannot 

remember the way back to your new home because the street signs are confusing, or 

you cannot work out how and what to order in a restaurant. At this point, you also 

start to miss your friends and family back home and wish you could go back to the 

life you had there. This is often when physical symptoms can appear and you may 

experience minor health problems as a result of the change. You may not find the 

locals so friendly anymore and you express feelings of confusion, sadness, and even 

anger. 

Thankfully this phase will come to an end as you begin to move into the 

"adjustment stage," usually at around six to twelve months. This is the stage where 

life gradually starts to get better and routine sets in. You begin to (d) get your 

bearings and become more familiar with the local way of life, food, and customs. 

By this point you may have made a few friends or learnt some of the local language, 

helping you to adjust and better understand the local culture. You may still 

experience some difficulties at this stage, but you are now able to approach them in 

a calmer and more rational way. 

Finally, you reach the "adaptation stage," sometimes known as the "bicultural 

stage." You are now settled and feel comfortable in your new country-you have 

successfully adapted to your new way of life. You do not feel lonely anymore and 

are used to your new daily activities and friends. While you may never get back to 

the excitement you felt during the honeymoon stage, you have now gained a strong 

sense of belonging and finally feel at home in your new environment. 

By accepting it for what it is, you can prevent culture shock from keeping you 

down and begin looking for (e) ways to handle it. You can then move forward with 

el1ioying life in your new location. 

(L. McCluskey, "Culture Shock Stages: Everything You Need to Know" -g:r;t!x:~) 
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II Some people do not suffer from extended culture shock when they go to a 

foreign country. 

12 Culture shock is usually caused by one major incident that happens to you 

when you travel overseas. 

13 Most people who have studied culture shock agree that it has four stages. 

14 Finding similarities between your own culture and life in your new location 

is one of the characteristics of the negotiation stage. 

15 Traffic jams are amusing and charming when you encounter them back 

home. 

16 If you follow the advice in this article, you will be able to stay in the 

honeymoon stage permanently. 

17 The negotiation stage of culture shock follows the adjustment stage. 

18 Some people reach the negotiation stage of culture shock earlier than 

others. 

19 Health problems may cause you to move into the negotiation stage of 

culture shock. 

20 Learning the language of the place you have moved to is one way to help 

you adjust to life there. 

21 You will probably feel as happy during the adaptation stage of culture 

shock as you did during the honeymoon stage. 

22 During the adaptation stage, you will be able to start taking part in 

environmentally-friendly activities. 

r~~B *3<:O)pg~~,~,*~. ~~gB (a"'e) O)~~·pg~~~'bJ:<~L-rl,\~'bo)~. 

-t~~~~0)~m6(1"'4) ~G1?~~c. -to)*%~~AitJ:o 

(a) acquaint themselves with 

1 acquire a reputation in 

2 make comments about 

3 learn things about 

4 reunite with their families in 

(b) subjected to 

exposed to 

2 willing to 

3 close to 

4 accustomed to 
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(c) set you off 

1 make you leave where you are 

2 release you from troubles 

3 cause you to experience anxiety 

4 encourage you to take a break 

(d) get your bearings 

keep your belongings to yourself 

2 have a better sense of a place 

3 keep your identity in mind 

4 put up with strangers 

(e) ways to handle 

how to deal with 

2 how to drive in 

3 how to take off 

4 how to head towards 

~c *~~~B~~*~. ~~~ (a-c) ~~~tLzfi~aW~~~~. ~n~n 
~~~m& (1-4) ~S1~~~~ ~~*~~~A~~o 

(a) Which of these statements best describes the main purpose of this essay? 

It aims to help people overcome the difficulties of culture shock. 

2 It aims to show that all people suffer from culture shock. 

3 It aims to reduce the number of stages of culture shock that people 

expenence. 

4 It aims to convince people that they should ignore the difficulties of 

culture shock. 

(b) According to the text, why is the bicultural stage considered to be a 

comfortable one? 

You have gained confidence in a new country. 

2 You have become accustomed to a lifestyle that used to be unfamiliar 

to you. 

3 You do not consider yourself a foreigner any more. 

4 All of the above. 

(c) What information does the author include when describing each of the 

four stages of culture shock? 

1 The emotional reactions that a person may have in each stage. 

2 The physical symptoms that a person may suffer from in each stage. 

3 A personal experience that the author had during each stage. 

4 The precise length of time that each stage lasts. 

-7-
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;.x(7)~Xb\X5~~b'?Ji\~~ t<=iOOt]J1J:x:!~U:: 1J: -@ J:: ? t<=, ~PJT (a '" I) t<=J\tL-@(7) 

t<=~'biOOt]J1J:~!Hi]~, -t-tLftL (a'" I) (7)~jR~ (1 "'4) b'G 1 ?~Iv~, -t-(7)1Ii 
i5-~~2J\ it J::o (36 J~) 

While the ukulele is a uniquely Hawaiian instrument, its origins are in the 

Portuguese branquinha, which is a stringed instrument smaller ( a ) a guitar. The 

tuning of the branquinha is very si milar to the first four stri ngs of a guitar. By 1850, 

sugar plantations ( b ) a major economic force in Hawaii, and the plantations 

needed more workers. Many waves of immigrants came to the islands, ( c ) a large 

number of Portuguese who brought their branquinhas with them. 

Legend dates the beginning of the Hawaiian fascination with the branquinha to 

August 23, 1879. A ship called the Ravenscrag arrived in Honolulu Harbor and 

released its passengers after a hard journey. One of the passengers began singing 

songs of thanksgiving for finally ( d ) his destination and played a branquinha as he 

sang. The story goes that the local Hawaiians were very moved ( e ) his 

performance and nicknamed the instrument "Jumping Flea" (one possible 

translation of ukulele) for the way his fingers moved as he played. 

While it is a fun story, the origin of the "jumping flea" translation is impossible 

to ( f ). Queen Lili'uokalani, a great promoter of the ukulele, preferred the 

translation "gift that came here." What is not ( g ) is that the Ravenscrag also 

brought three Portuguese passengers, who each began to make instruments once 

they had paid for their voyage by working in the sugar fields. In their hands the 

branquinha transformed in size and shape and developed its unique sound. 

The popularity of the ukulele was secured by the support of the royal family. 

The Hawaiian king Kalakaua loved the ukulele so much that he ( h ) it into 

traditional Hawaiian dances and music. He and his sister Lili'uokalani used to have 

songwriting contests on the ukulele. This support made sure that the ukulele ( i ) 

become strongly connected to the musical culture of Hawaii. 

In the early 1900s, tourism in Hawaii was starting to ( j ), and people were 

fascinated by the beautiful tropical islands with their unique music and dance 

traditions. Several touring shows of Hawaiian performers crossed to the continental 

USA, introducing people to the sound of the ukulele. In 1915, the Panama-Pacific 

International Exposition was held in San Francisco to celebrate the ( k ) of the 

Panama Canal. One of the exhibits was a Hawaiian Pavilion which featured daily 

performances by hula dancers and musicians. It proved to be one of the most 

popular exhibits at the Exposition. Songwriters fell in love with Hawaii and the 

ukulele became a popular instrument on the mainland, so much so that ukuleles 

started ( I ) made off the island. 

(Athens Regional Library System, "History of the Ukulele" -g:~i.:)(~) 
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(a) as 2 of 3 than 4 to 

(b) became 2 had become 3 have become 4 would become 

(c) include 2 included 3 including 4 inclusive 

(d) had reached 2 have reached 3 reached 4 reaching 

(e) 1 by 2 III 3 through 4 to 

(f) claim 2 deliver 3 offer 4 prove 

(g) 1 for sure 2 in disbelief 

3 in doubt 4 under consideration 

(h) imagined 2 improved 3 introduced 4 invaded 

(i) may 2 must 3 will 4 would 

(j) 1 establish 2 make up 3 promote 4 take off 

(k) 1 completion 2 end 3 finish 4 result 

(I) be 2 been 3 being 4 having been 

II ;~0)8*:S<: (a"-'e) c';}:'~'[i3]L;it~'i:1J:~J:?'i:. { }~O)~-rO)~gii]~-rtt~tt 

1~~~ffl~. ~6~~~0)1~~M?-r.:S<:~~d~~J:.M.~~~~~0)1~~ 

~2A ~ J:. C1 0 ,¢'O 

(a) i!0O)*fc::ll:*? -Cv\tuJ\,~te~fj:, -*fC::1IfU~? teo 

The little birds in the { flew / all / away / at / tree }. 

(b) 1) :9fj:::k$;!J:fT$fc::J: < J!¥~iJ"9 QO)l:', f&:3;(~~-CfC::fj:l:'~;!J:V\o 

Rita is often late for important events, { can't / so / rely / her / you }. 

(c) 1) /'71- /'::klm¥:fj:, 200 1fL)'J: to)rE3~, t!tW-~v \~~l:'i!0? t.:o 
Lincoln Cathedral { the / was / tallest / in / building} world for more than 

two hundred years. 

(d) J1JO)rnJ:fc::¥iJ~Ltdlif, f&:;'j:::k~;!J:ilJJX~~~t.:;t.:o 

They felt a { sense / achievement / when / of / great} got to the top of the 

mountain. 

(e) .~Mi!Hj:, 1990 1f{~t,J'; B;$:l:'Jt< A~PJti~l:'i!0Qo 

Electronic dictionaries { in / the 1990s / widely / been / available / Japan / 

have }. 
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(a) Although most houseplant need water regularly, it is important not to give 

them more than they require. 

(b) Fred really wants to continuing playing soccer after he graduates from 

junior high school. 

(c) During the job interview, the applicants were ask where they lived and 

how much experience they had. 

(d) Sarah does not have enough knowledges about what to wear and she 

usually turns to her sister for advice about fashion. 

( e ) Children were delighting to find out that the summer vacation would be 

extended by two weeks. 

(f) After jogging, most people find that there ~ nothing more relaxing than 

a hot bath. 

(36 I,a) 

We all love hearing the laughter and carefree screams of joy from children who 

are out and about playing. Seeing children play is a joyful moment in itself, often 

taking adults who see it back to a simpler time, when life was about having fun and 

enjoying yourself. Play allows children to learn how to be creative and helps develop 

our personalities and critical thinking skills in childhood. The benefits of play are 

(a) far-reaching, but adults often give up play to concentrate on more serious goals 

such as our careers, our relationships, and our families. All of these are valid 

pursuits-but what if we could (b) tap into play to expand and improve our life 

experiences, our careers, our relationships, and our family lives as adults as well? 

Play for adults is essential in our stressful and busy lives. It has been shown to 

release endorphins, the body's natural pain-killers. It also improves the functioning 

of the brain and stimulates creativity. It can even help to keep us young and feeling 

energetic. Studies have demonstrated that play improves memory and it has also 

been shown to playa role in the production of a substance necessary for the growth 

of brain cells. 

Even without taking these medical benefits into account, the positive nature of 

play should be obvious. Simply open a dictionary and you will find that the original 

meanings of the word "play" include rapid movement, and the action of holding 

something lightly and freely. Who wouldn't like to experience more moments of 
~4~ 



lightness and freedom in our days? Play is so important and yet (e) so often 

overlooked in adulthood. One of the things that may often stop us from playing is 

that we, as adults, get very set on who we are and the types of activities that we do 

and do not like. But play is healthy and fun, so it benefits us to (d) roll the dice and 

allow play back into our lives. Fortunately, we can easily create a play routine in our 

lives as there are many different ways to play and many different types of play. 

Stuart Brown is a doctor who has been studying play for decades. In his book, Play, 

as well as in online talks on the topic, he describes the five main types of play that 

he has observed during his years of research. 

The first type of play is "rough-and-tumble play"-the kind of physical activity 

that children are doing when they are wrestling or play-fighting. According to Dr. 

Brown, this kind of play is a great learning opportunity for them. Through this form 

of play we learn not only physical skills but also how to manage our emotions. 

Hide-and-seek, kickball, and dodgeball are the ways to play actively that Dr. Brown 

suggests. The second type of play is "ritual play." Chess, board games, and activities 

or sports with set rules and structures all fall into the world of ritual play. It is in 

ritual play that we can plan, create strategies, and engage in activities that bring 

people together for a common purpose or goal. 

The next type of play that Dr. Brown describes is "imaginative play." 

Remember when you were a child and had so much fun (0) living out your fantasies 

and letting your imagination run wild? This is what imaginative play is all about. 

Coloring, storytelling, painting, drawing, crafting, and acting all expand our 

imaginations through play. The fourth type is "body play." Dr. Brown defines this 

as a natural desire to overcome the limits of our bodies and the natural world and 

reminds us how enjoyable this form of play is. Yoga, Pilates, hiking, riding roller 

coasters, mountain climbing, surfing, and snorkeling all fit the mold of body play. 

Finally, there is "object play." This form of play will really bring us back to our 

childhoods, when we were building with Legos, playing with Jenga blocks, building 

sandcastles, and having snowball fights. Handling of objects, building, and 

designing all fall into the object play category. 

There are many other ways that we can play and many other categories of play. 

We've already gone over the positive benefits of playing but other effects may 

include, but are not limited to: improved intellectual skills, being able to deal with 

stress with greater ease and flexibility, creative thinking, childlike excitement, and 

laughing more often. We all could use a bit more play in our responsible, adult lives, 

so why not experiment to find what works for you? 

eM. Forman, ''The Importance of Play in Adulthood" -ffi3c!Z~) 
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11 Adults who see children playing often remember happy situations from 

their own childhoods. 

12 Adults should focus on their careers, relationships, and families instead of 

trying to enjoy themselves. 

13 Researchers are trying to establish whether play contributes to the growth 

of brain cells. 

14 Simply opening a dictionary can be one way to find out about the medical 

benefits of play. 

15 One reason that adults stop playing is that they tend to be less flexible 

about the kinds of activities that they prefer. 

16 Dr. Brown recommends wrestling as an example of "rough-and-tumble 

play" for adults. 

17 Dr. Brown gives dodgeball as an example of a kind of play that helps 

people to control their emotions. 

18 Having shared objectives with other players is one of the main features of 

ritual play. 

19 Remembering your childhood is the main element of imaginative play. 

20 Dr. Brown wonders if adults enjoy discovering what their bodies are 

capable of through play. 

21 Dr. Brown gives snowball fights as an example of "body play." 

22 Adults who play to improve their intellectual skills find it difficult to 

handle stress. 

r,,~B *)(::O)pg~~,~,*x, """F~g~ (a"-'e) O)i\~·p;j~~~'tJ:<~L,,[l,\.@'tO)~, 

~tt~tt"""F0)~m&(1"-'4) ~G1"?~fvc, ~O):i=~~~At!"J:o 

(a) far-reaching 

1 distant 

2 extensive 

3 advanced 

4 achievable 

(b) tap into 

1 work out 

2 join together with 

3 make use of 

4 step on 
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(c) so often overlooked 

1 frequently ignored 

2 never desired 

3 always unknown 

4 usually unpredictable 

(d) roll the dice 

remain calm 

2 stay safe 

3 cheat others 

4 take a risk 

(e) living out your fantasies 

misbehaving and disobeying your parents 

2 being determined to achieve your goals 

3 making your dreams a reality 

4 practicing magical powers 

~c *~~~B~~*~. ~~~ (a-c) ~~~~LZ~~@~~~~~. ~~~~ 
~~~m.(1-4) ~Gl~~~~. ~~*~~2A~~o 

(a) Which of these statements best describes the main purpose of this essay? 

It aims to share methods for adults to play with their children. 

2 It aims to demonstrate how ritual and imaginative forms of play can be 

very creative. 

3 It aims to contradict the theory that play improves the functioning of 

the brain. 

4 It aims to explain how and why play can be advantageous for grown

ups. 

(b) What information is included in Dr. Stuart Brown's book Play? 

1 Details of five types of playgrounds that he has observed. 

2 Lists of major kinds of play and their positive effects on us. 

3 Guidelines on how to play better at board games and sports. 

4 An explanation of how toys such as Legos and Jenga blocks are made. 

(c) In addition to the main topic, what does the author refer to in the essay? 

Factors that would possibly prevent adults from playing. 

2 Minor disadvantages of play for young children. 

3 Reasons why Dr. Brown was inspired to research various forms of play. 

4 Some risks and stressful experiences that physical play may cause. 

~7~ 
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(36 J~) 

Slow living is an approach to life that has become popular recently. It 

emphasizes a more meaningful and conscious lifestyle that is in line with what you 

value most in life. It means doing everything at the right speed. ( a ) striving to do 

things faster, slow living focuses on doing things better. Often, that means slowing 

down, doing less, and trying to spend the right amount of time ( b ) the things that 

matter most to you. 

By slowing down and intentionally placing your true values at the heart of your 

lifestyle, slow living encourages you to live in self-awareness and ( c ) conscious, 

purposeful decisions for the benefit of your well-being and that of the planet. Slow 

living means being present and in the moment, and celebrates quality ( d ) quantity, 

being conscious, and living with purpose. To adopt a slower lifestyle is to switch off 

the autopilot and make space for reflection and self-awareness. 

Slow living is part of a wider ( e ) which began in the 1980s in Italy. Faced 

with the opening of a McDonald's in the heart of Rome, Carlo Petrini and a group 

of activists formed Slow Food, a movement to defend local food traditions. They 

now ( f ) supporters in over 150 countries and continue to protect traditional 

cooking, promote fair pay for producers, encourage ( g ) of good quality food, and 

engage ( h ) activities around sustainability. 

Carl Honore helped ( i ) the concept of slow living into the mainstream in 

2004 with the publication of his book In Praise of Slowness. Honore explores how 

Slow Food sparked a broader approach to slow living, with "slow" now being ( j ) 

to other areas of life which have experienced a huge change of pace, including work, 

parenting, and leisure. Since the book's publication, the speed at which we live has 

only continued to increase, but so has our familiarity with slow living. Today, slow 

travel, slow fashion, slow fitness, slow gardening, slow interiors, slow design, slow 

thinking, slow news, and slow working are all examples of other types of slow 

living. More and more people are understanding that faster is not always better. 

( k ) more people forced to slow down and simplify their lifestyles during the 

pandemic, interest in slow living has increased. In fact, Google reported an increase 

in the number of You Tube videos with "slow living" in the title in 2020 compared to 

2019. While some of these clips depict an ideal existence which is far from the 

reality of most, the increase in this video content demonstrates a desire to reconnect 

with meaningful hobbies, nature, and ourselves. Thanks to the sudden shift to 

remote working, many people are ( 1 ) what is truly important to them. 

(Slow Living LDN, "What is Slow Living?" -ffilcj(~) 
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(a) Because of 2 In addition to 3 Instead of 4 Just like 

(b) about 2 In 3 off 4 on 

(c) do 2 find 3 make 4 state 

(d) below 2 on 3 over 4 than 

(e) knowledge 2 popularity 3 relief 4 trend 

(f) create 2 have 3 JOIn 4 negotiate 

(g) enJoy 2 enjoyable 3 enjoyed 4 enjoyment 

(h) at 2 In 3 for 4 on 

( i ) attribute 2 bring 3 follow 4 gIve 

(j) applied 2 belonged 3 employed 4 used 

(k) As 2 By 3 No 4 With 

(I) Ignonng 2 remaInIng 3 reVIeWIng 4 searching 

II ;j(o)B*3t (a"-'e) c:,a:,a:'[l'iJL;it~'<::1J:'@J::?'<::, { }i1'JO)1E:-rO)~!Hi]~-rn-tn 

1 @If'-:>ffll,', ~S'<:::f~O) 1 ~g~flIi-:>-r~3t~itpx~itJ::o M~t!;H<::'j::f~o) 1 ~g~ 

~2AitJ::o (10 f-f.) 

(a) .:r-O)~II[J1f:jjljjf<=OO l, l. thh;] l, tc: v' t L. 0 tciJ\ ;fUi7d~O)Atc: i:> O)lW1:1139 

L. t f<=1'l!miJ'Ic\7)-8o 

I want to help with the drama project, but { speak / am / reluctant / I / to / 

in / of} many people. 

(b) :; 3 :,,; fi ~ -j ;fLO) L. t ~bZi¥ t fi,lEl, -:J l l 'iJ: l '0)1:, fllZfHLO)~l)I;± B f<= 7:J - F 

~JE -8 L. t ~-,?66l l, * -:J tc: o 

John { considers / to / me / be / longer } a friend, so he has stopped 

sending me a card on my birthday. 

(c) ;fLO)tllBJ:fi, t%tc:i:>iJ'GFB3 < =F*Jf~l'J~~ l,J7.f<= l, ll'-8 o 

My grandmother { letters / the / always / looks / to } that she gets from 

her grandchildren. 

(d) ~< O)A,qiJ'I§5J'O)OOf<=OO9-8¥*8\jiJ:~~~mGiJ:l'tl'-j L. tri, R~1: 
c\7) -8 0 

It's surprising { are / that / many / unaware / people} basic facts about 

their own home countries. 

(e) ~ ~ 19 ('r<= :1-\:: -~flJ\* iJ:l 'ilN I), :;:.I. 7"-1 rim5J'iJ'I.& < iJ: G iJ:l '0 
Judy { has / feel / a coffee / doesn't / good / she} as soon as she gets up. 
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(a) Helen lay awake at night wonder what her friend was trying to say. 

(b) I overslept this morning and when I woke up, I had no idea where 

everybody ~. 

(c) I wish I could lend you my car, but I have already promise my friend I 

would take her to the shopping center. 

(d) No one can predict what cars will look like in the next century, nor how 

necessarily they will be for our lives. 

(e) Oliver's room is clean now than it was before, but it is still the dirtiest I 

have ever seen. 

(f) The reason why I chose to study history IS that I have always been 

attracting to ancient civilizations. 

(36 1~) 

Some people talk to their trees or flowers, but we usually do not think our 

plants talk back to us. Plants do not communicate with humans in a complex way, 

but communication with each other is (aJ a completely different story. In the last ten 

years, scientists have discovered that plants do communicate with each other, 

including their "friends" and "enemies." They have a rich life of constant 

communication. 

Plants communicate through their roots by discharging tiny amounts of special 

chemicals into the soil surrounding the plant's roots: the root zone. These chemicals 

send signals to every other living thing in the soil nearby. In one way, plants are just 

like human beings with our giant vocabularies: they are capable of producing more 

than 100,000 different chemical signals to communicate. However, plant signals are 

also used to accomplish a huge variety of other purposes. Researchers are just 

beginning to learn about the different types of signals, how they work, and what 

they do. (bJWe are not even close to understanding them all, but some of what we do 

know is fascinating. 

One thing that plants communicate to each other is who they are. Plants are 

able to recognize plants that are close family members, plants that are members of 

the same species but not close relatives, and plants that are total strangers. They 

then (c) react appropriately. They compete energetically when they sense that another 

plant is a stranger, growing longer roots that stretch out farther and farther, trying to 
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fill up the root space available in the soil so as to drive the other plant out. By 

contrast, when a plant is a close family member, both plants grow shallower roots, 

allowing the related plant to use an equal amount of space. 

Some signals from plants' roots are friendly and encourage other living things 

to (d) cozy up to the roots and cooperate with the plant, so both will be healthier. To 

build such relationships in the plant world, the partners find each other with their 

chemical communications. On the other hand, when attacked, plants send out 

signals that are threatening and make the soil unsuitable, so the attackers are pushed 

away. Amazingly, sometimes when only one plant in a group is being attacked by a 

harmful insect, this plant is able to communicate what is happening to the other 

plants in the same group, and all the other plants then (e) put up their defenses against 

the insect. 

Plants' roots also read information from the soil. If they do not like what they 

read, they will produce chemicals to try to change it. If the soil is hard, they will 

send out chemicals to try to break it up. If there are not enough easily-accessible 

nutrients or minerals, they will try to break the soil up to release the nutrients they 

need, suck those nutrients up, then send out chemicals to glue the soil back together 

again or to repair it. These chemicals make the soil perfect for other living things 

that are helpful to the plants, or make it unsuitable for living things they consider 

dangerous. 

The list of chemicals that plants produce is quite familiar when we examine it. 

It includes common drugs and supplements, sugars and carbohydrates, and 

proteins-substances we are already very familiar with, used by plants to 

communicate and build or avoid relationships. Caffeine in coffee plants is a very 

familiar example. The coffee plant fills the soil around it with caffeine, and the 

caffeine in the soil slowly kills or pushes away other non-coffee plants that try to 

grow in that area. But the coffee plant also helps friendly plants and insects. The 

flowers of the coffee plant have almost no caffeine in them, unlike the rest of the 

plant. This makes them attractive to bees, helping coffee plants to reproduce. 

Plants have evolved to use chemicals in multiple ways. Scientists know, for 

example, that some of the chemicals that make the colors in flowers are also used 

for communication in other parts of the plant. Although research in this area has 

only just begun, we can expect that further facts about plant communication will 
emerge in the future. 

(Hidden Valley Hibiscus, "Plant Communication" -W2!z~) 
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r~'A *~O)pg~';:~iSc1"~lbo)~,"'"Fo) (11 "'22) b'64?~~"t:', -f"0)*%~~2A 

it ~o 

11 Plants can send complex messages to people and receive complex messages 

from them. 

12 Chemicals produced by plants can be seen as the equivalent of words in 

human communication. 

13 Plants can reveal their identities and identify other plants. 

14 Plants die immediately when their roots come into contact with those of a 

stranger. 

15 Plants permit family members of the same species fair use of the space in 

the root zone. 

16 Plants make use of insects to communicate with other plants in the same 

group when they are being attacked. 

17 Plants give up growing in an area when they find out that the soil there is 

hard. 

18 Plants can make the condition of the soil they live in better or worse for 

their "friends" or "enemies." 

19 We are yet to identify any of the chemicals produced by plants. 

20 Coffee plants get caffeine from the soil. 

21 Bees are attracted to the large amount of caffeine in the flowers of the 

coffee plant. 

22 Scientists use some of the color chemicals in flowers to communicate with 

plants. 

~B *~O)pg~~~*~, "'"F~W(a"'e)O)~.·pg~~~Ib~<~LZ~~~o)~, 

-f"tL-FtL"'"Fo)~~Rlli (1 "'4) b'61 ?~~ l:', -f"0)*%~~2Ait~o 

(a) a completely different story 

1 a mystery that we are definitely unable to solve 

2 a shocking alternative theory 

3 a topic under intense discussion 

4 a situation that contradicts what we generally assume 

(b) We are not even close to understanding them all 

1 We do not have enough knowledge about plant signals yet 

2 We will never be able to finish studying plant signals 

3 We are nearly ready to reach a conclusion about plant signals 

4 We cannot see all of the plant signals from where we are 
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(c) react appropriately 

respect the situation 
2 follow the rules closely 

3 respond in a suitable way 

4 behave in an unexpected manner 

(d) cozy up to 

1 attack 
2 gather next to 

3 stay away from 
4 make warmer 

(e) put up their defenses against 

1 take steps to protect themselves from 
2 stop trying to engage with 

3 raise their consciousness of 
4 select plans to negotiate with 

~c *~®~g~~£~, ~®~(a-c)®~.tLT~~~~~~®~, ~~~~ 

~®~m~ (1-4) ~61?~~~ ~®*~~~A~~o 

(a) Which statement describes the way plants communicate? 

They change the color of their leaves. 
2 They produce a diverse range of smells. 
3 They release chemicals into their root zone. 

4 They make various movements and change their shapes. 

(b) How do plants behave towards strangers? 

They expand their roots to force strangers out from the nearby territory. 
2 They seek protection under the soil until the strangers have moved from 

the area. 
3 They undergo physical transformations so that they are not recognized 

by the strangers. 

4 They usually live in friendly communities and do not react negatively 
to strangers. 

(c) In addition to the main topic, what does the author refer to in the essay? 

1 Information about how plants get nutrients. 
2 Dangers that can arise when plants fail to understand each other. 
3 Examples of plants that do not communicate with each other. 
4 Experiments that scientists plan to do to expand our knowledge of this 

area. 
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